
OLAF Campaign
4 august 2010 – 28 november 2010

Concept, direction: Andreas Heusser, Christof Nüssli, Christoph Oeschger.

Camera, editing: Christoph Oeschger (propaganda videos), 
Cornelia Heusser (documentary videos)
Web programming: Martin Meyer
Photographers: Desiree Good, Elias Summermatter, Kevin Müller, Dinu Gauthier, Photographers: Desiree Good, Elias Summermatter, Kevin Müller, Dinu Gauthier, 
Graphics: Christof Nüssli, Severin Egli
Technical installations (Federal Square): Pascal Bosshard, Andi Domke

Performance: Andreas Heusser (as Dr. Alois B. Stocher), Christof Nüssli 
(as George Klein), Nicolas Häberli (as Head of Security), Lea Nüssli, Gianna Molinari (as 
OLAF Staff at the Collection Day), Annette Lory, Martin Felder, Miriam Erni, Severin Rüegg, 
Susanne Ruckstuhl, Tanja Kalt (Minor roles in the propaganda videos).

Schedule:Schedule:

4 August 2010: Website cloning, 1st progaganda video
5 August: We friends (Facebook Action)
20 September: 2nd Progaganda-Video, People's Liberation (Web Action)
21 September: Night of the Long Knives (Intervention)
1 November: 3rd Progaganda Video
6 November: National Collection Day for Foreigners (Happening) 
9 November: Press Conversation Intervention 9 November: Press Conversation Intervention 
15 November: Staged Law suit
28 November: Voting Sunday Intervention

NATIONAL COLLECTION DAY FOR FOREIGNERS
6 November 2010, Federal Square, Bern



+

4 August 2010 – Website cloning  – www.olaf-schweiz.ch

The structure and aesthetics of the olaf-schweiz.ch website are copied from the SVP 
website volksbefragung.ch. It is suggested that the answers to the questions of the SVP 
population's survey can be found here.
Photomontages with pictures of freight wagons and storage facilities are accompanied Photomontages with pictures of freight wagons and storage facilities are accompanied 
by original quotations from SVP exponents. A link leads to the blog of the SVP 
population's survey, the contact details are identical to those of the SVP headquarters in 
Bern. The ambiguous satirical texts lead the positions and arguments of the SVP ad 
absurdum and bring the People's Party close to the Nazi socialists.

27 July 2010 – Foundation of OLAF

Political situation
The SVP's deportation initiative of 28.11.10 had the aim of anchoring a kind of apartheid The SVP's deportation initiative of 28.11.10 had the aim of anchoring a kind of apartheid 
system in the Swiss constitution. In future, the same fundamental rights should no longer 
apply to foreigners as to Swiss citizens: Criminal foreigners should be automatically 
deported regardless of the seriousness of the offence. Although, after to the SVP minaret 
initiative, both media and artists promised to be more vigilant in future if central 
principles of the constitution were undermined, nothing has happened for a long time. 
As early as 27 July, the SVP launched its so-called "survey of the Swiss population", which 
it advertised on billboards throughout Switzerland and sent out as a propaganda it advertised on billboards throughout Switzerland and sent out as a propaganda 
newspaper to all Swiss households. The suggestive questions (e.g. "Do you still want 
mass naturalisations?", "Do Muslims stop Swiss pupils?") made it clear what the SVP's 
policy is ultimately aimed at: Not only the criminal, but also the foreigners as such should 
be declared the main problem.

Art against politics
For me, the social function and relevance of political art consists in registering, marking 
and sensitizing people to questionable social developments, as well as in critically and 
differently thinking about phenomena that not only affect the artist, but are of general 
interest. Such a critique differs fundamentally from other forms of social critique 
(philosophy, journalism) in the choice of means on the one hand, and in the 
autonomy/independence of superordinate political interest groups on the other. In 
concrete terms, our aim was to let the SVP's propaganda machinery end in emptiness 
with the weapons of art - or at least to bring it to a standstill.with the weapons of art - or at least to bring it to a standstill.

Strategies and Methods
We chose a strategy of the apparent affirmation of the SVP policy in order to expose it by 
means of alienation, parody and exaggeration: Thus we founded the fictitious 
"Organisation for the Solution of the Foreigners' Question", which at first sight 
implements with ultimate consistency what the SVP's demands are aimed at. In doing so, 
we took over central elements of the SVP campaign, both in terms of statements and 
arguments, as well as the appearance of the politicians and the aesthetics of the 
advertising materials.
Since we did not have a financial budget, the OLAF campaign was spread mainly via Since we did not have a financial budget, the OLAF campaign was spread mainly via 
social media (youtube, Facebook, Twitter). In addition, we specifically tried to use the 
media for our purposes in order to achieve the widest possible impact. With repeated 
provocations and interventions as well as scandalous false reports, we succeeded in 
maintaining the media presence over a longer period of time.



4 August 2010 – Who is OLAF? – Propaganda Video

www.youtube.com/watch?v=wvpuCKiDQog

The SVP's survey of the Swiss population has already been evaluated, claims OLAF's The SVP's survey of the Swiss population has already been evaluated, claims OLAF's 
managing director, Dr Alois B. Stocher in an interview in front of the Zurich cantonal 
prison. The result: the Swiss population feels more and more foreign in their own country. 
The problem is not only the criminal foreigners, but the foreigners themselves. With the 
so-called 3-phase solution model, Stocher presents a solution that supposedly not only 
consistently fullfills the SVP's political demands and ideas, but also solves the question of 
foreigners once and for all.

5 August 2010 – We friends 5 August 2010 – We friends – Facebook action  

www.facebook. com/alois.stocher

On Facebook, Dr. Alois Stocher quickly finds real friends from the right-wing political On Facebook, Dr. Alois Stocher quickly finds real friends from the right-wing political 
spectrum. Since all contents of the Facebook page are publicly accessible, they emerge - 
consciously or unconsciously - as sympathizers of Stocher and his right-extremist ideas. 
These include prominent politicians such as Natalie Rickli (SVP), Christoph Mörgeli (SVP), 
Thomas Fuchs (SVP), Hans Fehr (SVP), Erich Hess (SVP), Yves Gadient (SVP), Hans 
Werhonig (SVP. Member of the Naturalisation Commission), Filippo Leutenegger (FDP) 
and right-wing extremists such as Dominic Lüthard (PNOS).
Soon national conservative blogs and Facebook groups start to warn against Stocher: "The Soon national conservative blogs and Facebook groups start to warn against Stocher: "The 
most recent and meanest act is Mr. Alois Stocher. [...] Take a few SVP politicians who will 
always accept you. Build up trust, then ask SVP members and supporters as friends, join all 
the SVP groups and the perfect SVP profile is ready. [...] Now these [well-known politicians] 
are deliberately mentioned by name, with picture and commentary. The SVP is thus 
deliberately portrayed as a Nazi party ..." (chblog.ch/pro les/Aufdecker, 21.8.)

20 September 2010 – Call for People's Liberation – Propaganda Video      

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ii_ XaYNfA1gwww.youtube.com/watch?v=ii_ XaYNfA1g

At the historical sites of "primeval Switzerland", Stocher calls on the Swiss population to 
form an alliance against the "foreign fugitives" and together to contain the "flood of 
foreign cultures that is breaking into Switzerland". Following Stocher's urgent appeal, a 
demonstration is made of how the population can take part in the campaign for the 
liberation of the people.

                                                            OLAF Propaganda Videos:
top: Who is Olaf? middle: Call for People‘s Liberation, below: Call for Collection Day



                                               PEOPLE‘S LIBERATION (ACTION):
above: poster intervention, HB Zurich: ‚people‘s survey‘ becomes 'people's liberation', 
bottom left: information brochure (6 pages), bottom right: deportation charts second week 

20 September 2010 – People's liberation – Web Action

www.volksbefreiung.ch

Since 20 November 2010, an online form has been available to the Swiss population on the Since 20 November 2010, an online form has been available to the Swiss population on the 
website www.volksbefreiung.ch with which unwanted foreigners can be proposed for 
deportation. Everybody can participate and follow live which foreigners receive the most 
votes, visualized in current "Deportation charts". After each week, OLAF returns the top ten 
emigration candidates to their countries of origin.
To launch the campaign, the prominently placed SVP double poster "Referendum" at To launch the campaign, the prominently placed SVP double poster "Referendum" at 
Zurich main station will be replaced by "People's Liberation". In addition, OLAF informs the 
press about the campaign via a glossy brochure: 20min.ch and blick.ch report on the 
popular liberation campaign as the title story. By 28 November 2010, OLAF had received 
more than 1000 applications for deportation.

21 September 2010 – Night of the long knives – Intervention

Dr. Alois Stocher blends in with the SVP exponents who meet at the Hotel Bären in Bern the Dr. Alois Stocher blends in with the SVP exponents who meet at the Hotel Bären in Bern the 
night before the federal elections for the last time. Stocher pretends to know each other 
from the last SVP meeting: They call each other by their first names.
The photos are passed on to the press and show Stocher in a cheerful conversation with 
prominent SVP members Ulrich Schlüer and Toni Bortoluzzi. The pictures suggest that 
Stocher is not just a fictitious figure and that the close bond between the SVP and OLAF 
actually exists.

1 November 2010 – Call for Collection Day 1 November 2010 – Call for Collection Day – Propaganda Video 

youtube.com/watch?v=HhhbN-VS5r0

At the press conference on 25 October, the SVP announced that it would enter the election At the press conference on 25 October, the SVP announced that it would enter the election 
campaign with the slogan "Swiss people elect SVP". Stocher derives the new slogan for 
OLAF from this: "Swiss people elect SVP. OLAF knows who is Swiss". In the video you can 
see how foreigners marked with arm ties are walking towards freight wagons. Out of 
respect for Switzerland's humanitarian tradition, Dr. Alois Stocher hands each foreigner a 
lunch bag. In the following statement, Stocher is delighted with the active participation of 
the population in the liberation of the people and invites them to the National Collection 
Day for Foreigners.Day for Foreigners.

«[...] On YouTube, those arm-banded foreigners are seen walking slowly towards freight 
trains — it’s a very uncomfortable picture, and some people have complained that Alois has 
gone too far. Perhaps he has, but no further than those People’s Party posters. Because 
once you start suggesting that certain nationalities per se are guilty of certain crimes —Ivan 
the Russian is a rapist, Detleff the German a child molester, or Ismir the Turk a welfare cheat 
— you are already taking the first step on the road that could lead — indeed just 70 years 
ago did lead — to those deportation freight trains.» (Worldradio)



NATIONAL COLLECTION DAY FOR FOREIGNERS
Happening, 6 November 2010, Federal Square Bern



A yellow container is installed between the National Bank and the Bundeshaus: Here, 
foreigners of all kinds and origins can be handed in that are no longer needed or wanted in 
Switzerland. Stocher uses a megaphone to incite the population to take part in the 
"National Collection Day for Foreigners". Participation is high - including many foreigners.
OLAF and SVP posters ("Ivan S.", "Black Sheep") hang on the outer walls of the container. 
There are 99 balloons on the roof of the container, printed with the OLAF logo.
The container is unfurnished except for a table and simple benches. Out of respect for the The container is unfurnished except for a table and simple benches. Out of respect for the 
Swiss tradition, every foreigner to be deported receives a small lunch bag (1 slice of bread, 
1 tanner cheese spread, 1 organic apple, 1 carrot).

Next to the container is the OLAF information stand: here you can find the deportation Next to the container is the OLAF information stand: here you can find the deportation 
forms and fill them in, OLAF and SVP information brochures, SVP beer covers and the 
"Authentic or bogus Swiss?" pedigree test. In addition, there are armbands available in 
order to mark the foreigners - the first step in the 3-phase solution model of the foreigners 
question. The colours of the armbands are sorted according to "the" 5 cultural groups: 
"Muslims", "Africans", "Balkan", "Roma + Romanians" as well as "other foreigners".

At 4 p.m. Stocher gives the announced speech on the situation of the foreigners plague in At 4 p.m. Stocher gives the announced speech on the situation of the foreigners plague in 
Switzerland. The lectern is set up on the roof of the container - the sound is heard all over 
the square and so loud that (the frequent) interjections and protests are drowned out.
After the inflammatory speech, Stocher calls out for the "last round", where foreigners can 
still be handed in personally. Thanks to a foreigner flap on the back of the container, 
however, foreigners could still be thrown in anonymously even after 6 pm.

INTERVENTIONS:
top left: Night of the Long Knives, top right: SVP Press Conference

below: Voting Sunday

6 November 2010 – National Collection Day for Foreigners
Performance / Happening, Federal Square Bern



9 November 2010 –  SVP press conference 
Intervention, Federal Media Centre Berne

At the press conference, the SVP presents the results of its "population's survey". Given the At the press conference, the SVP presents the results of its "population's survey". Given the 
suggestive questions, the results are not surprising: the majority of the participants had 
spoken out in favour of a further tightening of asylum and aliens policy, i.e. for the 
consistent expulsion of criminal foreigners, for the consistent expulsion of illegal residents, 
for naturalisations only on probation, etc. The SVP had also expressed its support for the 
idea of a more effective asylum and aliens policy.
After Sylvia Flückiger repeats for an hour what SVP president Toni Brunner had previously After Sylvia Flückiger repeats for an hour what SVP president Toni Brunner had previously 
said, Alois Stocher says: "Enough discussion! Now it's time to act!" Stocher steps up to the 
speaker's lectern and presents how things are progressing in concrete terms following the 
people's survey, for OLAF has long since begun to implement the most important SVP 
demands.
However, Stocher's appearance is only of short duration: when he wants to explain the However, Stocher's appearance is only of short duration: when he wants to explain the 
3-phase solution model on the basis of the posters he brought with him, Toni Brunner 
interrupts him and the SVP party secretary even gets rough to expel him from the room. In 
the subsequent interviews with the journalists, Stocher is highly alienated by the behaviour 
of his SVP friends and announces that he will "talk to Toni about it in private".

15 November 2010 – Staged SVP lawsuit against OLAF 

facebook.com/alois.stocher, various online media

"Alois B. Stocher [...] is currently the talk of the town. Yesterday he launched his most "Alois B. Stocher [...] is currently the talk of the town. Yesterday he launched his most 
audacious coup to date: under the title 'SVP threatens Olaf with lawsuit' he sent a message 
that even the news agency AP fell for. Stocher claimed that prominent National Councillor 
Christoph Mörgeli (SVP) had threatened him with legal action if he won't remove his 
websites from the net. The fake threat promptly appeared in French online media.
A few hours later Olaf clears up in a familiar manner - and adds one more: "Mörgeli's lawsuit A few hours later Olaf clears up in a familiar manner - and adds one more: "Mörgeli's lawsuit 
turns out to be a leftist act of sabotage," writes Olaf in an e-mail from Monday evening. 
OLAF apparently fell for the tricks of fraudster who pretended to be Christoph Mörgeli with 
a false Facebook profile and tried to sow discord between OLAF and the SVP. Once again it 
shows "what a destructive energy there is among the left. No means is perfidious enough to 
drag the SVP or OLAF into the mud," says Olaf ironically (20min.ch,16 November 2010).

28 November 2010 – Voting Sunday
Intervention, Hotel Bären (SVP), Restaurant Lötschberg (SP), BernIntervention, Hotel Bären (SVP), Restaurant Lötschberg (SP), Bern

Stocher and his assistant George Klein, accompanied by two photographers and a camera 
team from Swiss television, join their SVP friends in the Hotel Bären to celebrate the 
foreseeable voting success. At the end of the small-talk encounters, they hand out their 
cards and cause irritation - because the telephone numbers on the cards are identical to the 
telephone numbers of the people they are talking to.
The intervention lasts only a short time: The SVP party secretary becomes violent again and The intervention lasts only a short time: The SVP party secretary becomes violent again and 
has Stocher expelled from the hotel by 3 security men.

STAGED LAWSUIT:
top left: The real Christoph Mörgeli becomes Stocher‘s Friend,
top right: News report of Le Matin,
below left: Staged lawsuit by fake Christoph Mörgeli 



OLAF (Organization to solve the foreigner question) on Wikipedia: 

OLAF was a satirical art activism project launched in 2010 by Andreas Heusser, Chris-
toph Nüssli and Christoph Oeschger to subvert the Swiss right-wing populist party‘s 
campaign on the deportation initiative. The project consisted of the creation of the „Or-
ganization to solve the foreigner question“ and series of actions and pranks performed 
by the fictitious representatives, Dr. Alois B. Stocher and his assistant George Klein.

Art vs. Politics
As Heusser and Nüssli explained in a TV interview, the goal was to use the means of art 
to create a „counterweight to the xenophobic, million-dollar campaign“ of the Swiss 
People‘s Party.[1] Methods like subversive affirmation, provocation and parody were 
used to gain the attention of the media which served as multipliers of the project.

Superficially OLAF appeared to be a partner organization of the nationalist Swiss 
People‘s Party (SVP), which wanted to automatically expel all criminal foreigners through 
its deportation initiative. The vote was prepared by the SVP with the controversial Black-
Sheep-Campaign and a suggestive survey of the Swiss population which led to accu-
sations of inciting xenophobia and violating international law.[2] However, OLAF even 
went one step further: in order to tackle the problem of foreigners at its roots, not only 
criminal foreigners should be deported, – according to OLAF – but all foreigners, be-
cause only foreigners can become criminal foreigners.[3]

In numerous propaganda videos, brochures and posters, OLAF took elements and ar-
guments of the SVP‘s populist campaign and exaggerated them ad absurdum. Dr Alo-
is Stocher quickly collected friends from the right-wing political spectrum on Facebook 
who did not see through the project as satire, but were enthusiastic about Stocher‘s ra-
dical ideas.[4] OLAF‘s website (volksbefreiung.ch) was modelled on the SVP‘s campaign 
website (volksbefragung.ch) in terms of structure and aesthetics. Photomontages and 
ambiguous texts parodied the positions of the SVP and brought the Volkspartei close 
into line of the National Socialists.[5] As a result, the actors received massive threats from 
both the political right and left, who took the project and persona seriously.[6]

People‘s liberation
In order to liberate the Swiss population from foreign infiltration, OLAF‘s website also of-
fered an online form which could be used to propose unwanted foreigners for deporta-
tion. It was then possible to follow live which foreigners received the most votes which 
was presented in form of „deportation charts“. The 10 foreigners with the most votes 
would be directly expelled every week, OLAF promised.[7]

National Collection Day for Foreigners
Dr. Alois B. Stocher and George Klein also made appearances in real life. The highlight 
of the OLAF campaign was the so-called „National Collection Day for foreigners“ on the 
Bundesplatz in Bern where a yellow container was installed to collect and deport all for-
eigners who the Swiss population no longer wanted in the country.[8] In addition, there 
was a stand with information materials on OLAF and SVP, as well as armbands (sorted by 
cultural descent), which were used for the preventive marking of foreigners.[9]

Press conference intervention and legal pursuits
The press conference on 9 November was announced by the SVP to present the results 
of their survey of the Swiss population on their resentments towards foreigners. As Alois 
B. Stocher entered the stage to present the solutions for the problems identified by the 
survey, he was forced to leave by the security staff.[10] As a result, the SVP threatened a 
legal action against OLAF, as many media reported.[11] However, this turned out to be 
another hoax, staged by OLAF.[12]

Reception
The project attracted considerable attention in the Switzerland and abroad[13] and was 
controversially discussed in online magazines[14] and print media.[15] However, the ma-
jority of the Swiss population was unimpressed and accepted the SVP‘s deportation initi-
ative on 28 November 2010.[16]

For a long time the project was deliberately kept anonymous in order to achieve a stron-
ger political impact[17], until Andreas Heusser was involuntarily outed by a tabloid 
newspaper.[18]
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